Group Presentations on Scholarly Articles

Your group will have 5 to 10 minutes to prepare a 2-3 minute presentation. You may use the computer to aid in your presentation, if necessary.

This handout is also linked on your course guide.

Possible questions to discuss:
What is a scholarly article?
What is the peer review process?
Why is peer review important?
What is the value of using scholarly articles in research, especially as opposed to other sources?
Who authors scholarly articles?
How can you tell if an article is scholarly?

Sources for information about scholarly articles and peer review process:

Slide show at bottom of course guide (Guides → Sociology → Course Resources → Applied Research in Sociology)

https://library.villanova.edu/help/faqs/typesofperiodicals/

Search tab → Articles & More → Enter “peer review” in the box → Click Find. → Under Format, click Reference to narrow to reference articles.

Books

http://olinuris.library.cornell.edu/ref/research/skill20.html

Sample articles